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With so many different types of Wellington boots available in UK, you can easily find an appropriate
pair of wellies. Wellies are the preferred footwear for farmers, gardeners and festivalgoers. In
unpredictable weather conditions, the wellies are the idle outdoor footwear for protecting the feet
from sudden showers. In the winter, the wellies keep the feet warm and offer a strong grip while
walking on slippery surfaces. A pair of designer Wellington boots will also enhance your overall
appearance in parties and social gatherings.  

How to select Wellington boots

Purpose for wearing wellies

While shopping for Wellington boots, take into account the purpose for buying the wellies. If you are
planning to buy a pair of boots for field sports, you need a pair of boots that offer the best orthopedic
fit. They should offer sufficient ankle flexibility. The outsole should be designed to provide high-level
grip that will help you to move swiftly on the field.

Wellies of various designs are available for farming and gardening. They offer the highest level of
flexibility and comfort. You can choose a pair of full knee Wellington boots or opt for a shorter mid
calf boot. If you want something more stylish, purchase a pair of wellies with floral or geometric
patterns.

You can reserve a pair of tall plain Wellington boots for the rainy days. Good quality wellies with
multi-directional lugs will maintain the grip on slippery roads. If you are searching for boots that will
keep the feet warm, opt for wellies with neoprene lining. The bamboo carbon lined Wellington boots
are widely worn in the winter.

For luxury, choose a pair of elegant wellies with leather finish. Designer wellies are available with
woolen inner lining. To give a more lively touch to your footwear, select patterned wellies. These
attractive wellies are especially popular among children. You can even wear colorful wellies during
festivals. Women, who cannot stay without high-heeled footwear even on rainy days, can select a
pair of Wellington boots with wedge heels.

Size

While buying a pair of wellies check the boot size. To ensure the best fit, take into account the
circumference of your calf. If you cannot find an appropriate pair of wide calf wellies, opt for
Wellington boots with adjustable calf gussets to fit a range of calf sizes. 

Now that you know the appropriate size of your wellies and the purpose for wearing them, it is now
time to buy a pair of good quality Wellington boots
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For more information on Festival a Wellies visit a http://www.wellingtonandbarrow.co.uk.

Also visit: a http://wellingtonandbarrow.tumblr.com/.
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